
ClassVIII 

Eng(R):Learn Q/A ch-1 to 4 Project Work: 1) Find out difficult words and note down in the fair notebook 

of the following ch-1,2 with one sentence also. 2)Make a dictionary, made up of A4 size paper atleast 4 

words of each alphabet with eng to eng meaning with one sentence also. 3) Write the tenses with 

example on chart. 4) Write the diary entry daily what do you done in whole day. 5) Paste the eng news 

from the english newspaper daily in scrap book. 

Drawing:1) clay work 2) Best out of waste 3) Paper mache work 4) Painting 

Maths:Write and revise ch-2, 3 

Project work:(1) Make a beautiful project using a file folder and A4 size sheet. (2)Preparing the account 

for the total expenditure during the month of june and write the ways for saving money. 3)Make a 

power point presentation(slide)of 5 mathematician of india. 

S.St: Geo: CH-1, His:- CH-10, Pol Sci:- Ch-23 Project work: 1) Collect the pictures of Indian Presidents with 

their tenure and paste on the scrap book. 2) Collect different types of soil and paste on scrap book. 

Assignment : Prepare a assignment on different types of soil with picture. 

Raw material based project (wind mill) 

Chemistry: L/W CH- 1, 2, 3 Q-A from S.chand,  Make a project report on topic given in class. 

Physics: Read ch-11 and ch-12 and write Q/A of ch-2 project work. 

Bio: Assignment:-Forest and wild life. Its effect, its causes and adaptations on climate. 

Project :-  Any one Model on 1.Solar Energy System  2.Electric generator  3.Production of Electricity 

Comp: L/W ch-1, 2, 3 for surprise test after summer vacation. 

Project work 1) Make a model of laptop using cardboard box,blacksheet,transparent sheet/ lamination 

cover(showing screen), 

colours. 

Hindi(r): Learn ch- 1 to 6 

Hindi(g): Learn  ch- 1 to 6 

Activity: 1) visv ke sath ajube kon se hai. aunke bare me jankari ikhati karke aunke chitr chipkao 

2) Bhart ki rashtriya dhroharo ke chitr  ka sangrha kar ke Scrap book me lagao 

3) Hindi shahit ke parsidh lekhko aur kavitao ke chitro ka ak chart tyar karo 

4) Kiran bedi bhart ki pheli  IPS adhikari tho anke jivan aur aplabdhiyo ke bare me pata lagatar lekh lihiye 



5) Write 20 writing of hindi  

S.K.T: Learn Ch- 2 to 4 tak abyas sahit and Wrie Hindi, Mam parichay par Sanskrit me 10 pangtiya likho, 

Dhatu- shak, Bhu, dev, daa, as and Shabd roop- bhvan, dev, hari, rma, nadi and Koi 5 shlok lihko 


